**Depression Trial**

- GP Recruitment and Database search
- Patient Invitation Mailing Incl. PHQ-9 Screening
- Assessed for Eligibility: CIS-R by Phone
- Postal/Online Consent and Baseline Questionnaire
- Randomisation
  - Healthlines DEP Intervention
  - Usual GP Care
- 4 Month Follow up: postal/online questionnaire
- 8 Month Follow up: postal/online questionnaire
- 12 Month Follow up: postal/online questionnaire

**CVD Risk Trial**

- Database search
- Patient Invitation Mailing
- Assessed for Eligibility: CVD nurse assessment
- Postal/Online Consent and Baseline Questionnaire
- Randomisation
  - Healthlines CVD Intervention
  - Usual GP Care
- 6 Month Follow up: postal/online questionnaire + CVD nurse assessment
- 12 Month Follow up: postal/online questionnaire + CVD nurse assessment